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Abstract
In a globally changing climate, there is a growing concern for understanding and predicting
compound climate extremes. However, the relationship of compound climate extremes with each
other has been mostly analyzed in isolation and/or on regional scales. Little attention has been paid
to their simultaneous occurrence and compound impacts worldwide. Here we demonstrate that
the compound climate extremes in the Northern Hemisphere during the boreal summer are
interconnected from the tropics to the Arctic. This connection originates from the interannual
variations of the Indo-Pacific warm pool’s intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). We demonstrate
that the warm pool ITCZ (WPI) convection possibly influences three major teleconnection
patterns (i.e. zonal, meridional, and circumglobal) where compound climate extremes occur along
the wave train excited by the WPI convection. Most notably, the WPI can sufficiently explain
climate variabilities in the North Atlantic region, which influences the occurrence of compound
climate extremes in many parts of Europe and North America. Our findings advance the
understanding of the interannual global/regional variability of climate extremes and are potentially
valuable for predicting seasonal high-impact climate extremes.

1. Introduction

Our planet is warming—up fast. The Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reported
that one reason for concern under global warming
is the increased risk for climate extremes like heat-
waves, heavy rain, drought, wildfires, and flooding
(Intergovernmental Panel onClimate Change (IPCC)
2021). Consequentially, it has become a growing
motivation for the scientific community to under-
stand the variability of compound climate extremes
for effective disaster risk reduction and preparedness.

Notably, the 2018 boreal summer (June–July–
August; JJA) was marked by the widespread occur-
rence of compound climate extremes (figure 1). For
example, the tropics experienced extreme rainfall,

flooding, and landslides, and highlighted by the
highest tropical cyclone (TC) frequency in the West-
ern North Pacific (WNP) (figure 2(a)) (Wang et al
2019, Basconcillo et al 2021) that has simultan-
eously occurred with the highestWNP summermon-
soon index (WNPMI) since 1984 (Basconcillo et al
2021). Meanwhile, wildfires, prolonged dry condi-
tions, and heatwaves were also reported in many
parts of the Northern Hemisphere (NH) midlatit-
udes including the United States and Alaska, Canada,
East Asia, Eurasia, and Europe (supplementary table
S1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/ERL/16/114039/
mmedia)).

One theory that explains the occurrence of com-
pound climate extremes, particularly in the NH
midlatitudes, is through the influence of the Arctic
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Figure 1. Co-occurrence of compound climate extremes during the 2018 boreal summer. The blue (red) shades indicate positive
precipitation (temperature) anomalies. Each climate extreme is indexed as wildfires/drought, heatwave or consecutive warm days,
heavy precipitation/flooding, and tropical cyclone genesis, respectively. For example, the 2018 heatwave in East Asia is shown here
as Point No. 3 with icon corresponding to heatwave. The details of these events and their impacts are provided in supplementary
table S1. (Inset images credit: Wildfire—Mike McMillan, US Forest Service; Tropical Cyclones—NASA Johnson Space Center;
Heatwave—Tom Yang, Shutterstock).

climate on the subtropical jetstream (Francis and
Vavrus 2012, Cohen et al 2014, Coumou et al 2018).
It is widely thought that an anomalous Arctic warm-
ing results in a weakened and wavier subtropical jet-
stream, which allows warm (cold) air mass from the
tropics (Arctic) to stall and lead to the occurrence of
heatwaves (cold waves) inmany parts ofmidlatitudes.
Considering that the Arctic summer is less variable
than the Arctic winter (Bintanja and van der Linden
2013), it is more likely that the different regional/local
modes of Arctic variabilities havemore active regional
influence during the boreal summer. For example,
the North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) uses the mean
sea-level pressure difference over the Icelandic and
Azores regions, and the Greenland blocking index
(GBI) applies the mean 500 hPa geopotential height
in the Greenland region to explain the undulation of
the North Atlantic subtropical jetstream and regional
precipitation patterns in many parts of Europe and
North America (Hanna et al 2013, Trouet et al 2018).
However, such proposed pathway does not clearly
represent a picture of how the warm tropical air mass
or cold Arctic air mass is transported beyond the NH
midlatitudes. Therefore, this explanation becomes
insufficient in describing how the Arctic variabilities
extend its influence on the tropics.

Another pathway that explains the development
of compound climate extremes in the NH midlatit-
udes is through the meridional influence of tropical
convective activities (Nitta 1987, Wang and Fan 1999,
Wang et al 2001, Wakabayashi and Kawamura 2004,

Watt-Meyer and Frierson 2018, Song et al 2018a,
2018b). As the risen moist air mass from the tropical
convective heat sourcesmeridionallymoves poleward
it loses moisture and becomes warm and dry as it des-
cends vertically, which exacerbates dry conditions in
the NH midlatitudes (Staten et al 2018). In this per-
spective, the tropical convective heat sources excite
poleward momentum and energy exchange that trig-
gers climate variabilities in the meridional direction.
During the boreal summer, the NH tropics receive
more solar insolation, thus, have energy surplus than
the poleward branches of the meridional circula-
tion (i.e. poleward Hadley Cell, Ferrel Cell, Polar
Cell). Such net energy imbalance drives large-scale
meridional heat engine to sustain poleward excess
energy redistribution. Hence, of the said two path-
ways, the tropical convective heat sources can jump-
start the meridional circulation in driving poleward
momentum and heat exchange that affect global cli-
mate anomaly patterns.

We recognize that there are already a number
of existing tropical convection and teleconnection
indices, and we do not attempt to discount their mer-
its. Instead, we aim to present observational evid-
ence that some of these indices could not totally cap-
ture notable midlatitude climate modes such as the
NAO and the GBI, which are important in describ-
ing interannual climate variations in North Amer-
ica and Europe. Here we propose a tropical con-
vection index called the warm pool ITCZ (WPI)
index characterized by the interannual variations in
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Figure 2. Timeseries of the WPI. (a) Timeseries of the WPI (bar), and TC frequency (black), respectively. (b) Timeseries of the
WPI from the gridded precipitation values of GPCP (black) is used to compare with JRA-55 (red), MERRA-2 (cyan), and
NCEP-RA (blue). JRA-55 is shown to have the highest correlation with GPCP, followed by MERRA-2, and NCEP-RA, respectively.
In (a), the WPI is shown using JRA-55. In (a) and (b), the inset coefficients indicate the correlation of the indicated timeseries
with each other.

the Indo-Pacific warm pool precipitation that pos-
sibly influence changes in the poleward branches
of meridional circulation, and consequentially ini-
tiates a waveguide for the circumglobal teleconnec-
tion (Ding and Wang 2005, Ding et al 2011) of com-
pound extreme events. Among these climate extremes
include the active TC activity in the WNP, heavy pre-
cipitation inmany parts of the tropics, and prolonged
dry conditions in the NH midlatitudes.

2. Materials andmethods

2.1. Reanalysis and TC best track dataset
Parallel to the reported reliable period of WNP
TC observation data that extends back to the mid-
1980s (Kang and Elsner 2012, Kim and Moon 2021),
the timeseries analyses in our study (unless other-
wise stated) were made uniform from 1984 to 2018.
The TC best track data were obtained from the
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International Best TrackArchive for Climate Steward-
ship version 4 (Knapp et al 2010). Only named TCs in
the WNP during JJA with maximum sustained winds
of at least 35 knots (∼17 ms−1) were selected in our
analysis.

When compared with the quasi-observed gridded
precipitation from the Global Precipitation Climato-
logy Project version 2.3 (GPCP) (Adler et al 2003), the
Japanese Reanalysis 55 year Project (Kobayashi et al
2015) (JRA-55, r = 0.92, p = 0.000) has the highest
correlation with GPCP v2.3 followed by Modern
Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applic-
ations (MERRA-2) reanalysis (Rienecker et al 2011)
and National Centers for Environmental Protection
(NCEP) reanalysis (Kalnay et al 1996) (figure 2(b)),
respectively. For this reason, we selected the JRA-
55 as our choice of reanalysis data. The Takaya and
Nakamura-based (Takaya and Nakamura 2001) wave
activity flux is also one of the elements available
in JRA-55. In analyzing the teleconnection patterns
associated with the WPI, we used the 700 hPa level
in the partial correlation map and composite map
analyses to highlight non-orographic features (Gadgil
2018) without totally deviating away from the lower
troposphere.

2.2. Meridional circulation and climate indices
The meridional circulation indices used in this study
include the Hadley Cell index (Chen et al 2014),
East Asian Subtropical Jetstream index (Huang et al
2014), WNP Subtropical High index (Wang et al
2013), and Ferrel Cell index (Li et al 2014) (see
supplementary table S2 for the detailed description
of each index). The climate indices that we used
include theNiño 4 (NOAA 2020), IndianOcean basin
wide (IOBW) sea surface temperature (SST) (TCC
2020a), NAO (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) 2020), and GBI (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
2020, Hanna et al 2013). The tropical convection
and teleconnection indices that we analyzed are the
WNPMI (Wang and Fan 1999, Wang et al 2001), East
Asian summer monsoon index (EASMI) (Wang et al
2008, Song and Zhou 2014a, 2014b), Pacific-Japan
(PJ) pattern (Wakabayashi and Kawamura 2004),
Pacific North American (PNA) pattern (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
2020), Circumglobal teleconnection index (CGTI)
(Ding and Wang 2005, Ding et al 2011), Silk Road
pattern (SRP) (Song et al 2013), and Pacific Walker
circulation index (Vecchi et al 2006). Lastly, the long-
term climate indices that we used include the Pacific
decadal oscillation (PDO) (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 2020), Inter-
decadal Pacific oscillation (IPO) (National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 2020),
and Atlantic meridional oscillation (AMO) (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
2020).

2.3. Climate extreme indices
The gridded climate extreme indices (1984–2018)
used in this study come from an updated dataset
described in (Mistry 2019). We selected three cli-
mate extreme indices in our analysis. The PRCPTOT
or the total precipitation during wet days indicates
heavy and extreme precipitation. The TX90P or the
percentage of days when daily maximum temperat-
ure exceeds the 90th percentile denotes extreme tem-
peratures. Lastly, the consecutive dry day (CDD) or
the number of consecutive days shows the prolonged
dry conditions. These three climate extreme indices
describe the locations of the extreme wet and dry
compound climate extremes shown in figure 1 and in
supplementary table S1.

2.4. Statistical tests
All timeseries were standardized and detrended
before performing statistical tests. The Pearson’s
correlation is used to measure bivariate and par-
tial correlations. The significance of correlation and
regression coefficients is tested using t-statistic with
two-tailed distribution. The significance of trend
in the timeseries used the nonparametric Mann–
Kendall test, which measures the monotonic or con-
sistently upward or downward trend of a timeseries
(Mann 1945, Kendall 1975). Meanwhile, the period-
icity of WPI from 1984–2018 used the Paul wave-
let transform, which decomposes a timeseries using
localized oscillatory function or wavelet to determ-
ine the modes of variability in time-frequency space
while providing better representation of peak peri-
ods towards higher frequencies than the other wave-
letmethods (Torrence andCompo 1998).We reduced
the influence of PDO from an indicated timeser-
ies by detrending it with respect to PDO or by
removing its difference from its least-square regres-
sion with PDO. Lastly, when indicated, we used
the 1-2-1 technique in timeseries filtering (Emanuel
2005).

3. Results

3.1. The warm pool ITCZ (WPI) index
The variations in the meridional circulation in the
NH can be estimated by various metrics such as
the position and strength of the ITCZ, Hadley cell,
and subtropical jetstream. Among these metrics, the
Indo-Pacific WPI index, which represents one of the
most dominant tropical convective activities during
the boreal summer (Schneider et al 2014), is proposed
as another form of the tropical convection index.

The WPI can be measured in two ways: using
the mean precipitation (figure 2(a)) and the mean
pressure vertical velocity (ω) anomalies (Schneider
et al 2010) from 850 to 200 hPa at 4 ◦N–22 ◦N,
80 ◦E–180 ◦E. We used the WPI based on precipita-
tion in our succeeding analyses because precipitation
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Figure 3. Schematic of the anomalous regional meridional circulation associated with the WPI. The WPI in its positive (a) and
negative (b) phase during the boreal summer. The L (H) denotes a low (high) pressure region. AC (AAC) represents anomalous
cyclonic circulation (anomalous anticyclonic circulation). The light blue (yellow) arrows represent direction of meridional shifts
(anomalous ascent or descent of air mass). The convection in the WPI expands (contracts) with its boundaries shifting poleward
(equatorward), which results to stronger (weaker) descent of dry air in the midlatitudes. The stronger (weaker) Hadley Cell and
subtropical jetstream also shift poleward (equatorward) and prompt intensification (weakening) of the Ferrel Cell where it
converges to an expanded (contracted) convection in the subpolar low.

is directly observable parameter unlike pressure ver-
tical velocity. The domain of the WPI is the region
with the strongest precipitation in the first leading
empirical orthogonal function mode of precipitation
during JJA from 1984–2018 (supplementary figures
S1(a) and (b)). In the composite analysis, a posit-
ive (negative) WPI is defined as greater (less) than or
equal to 0.9 standard deviation of the WPI timeseries
from 1984 to 2018. The positive WPI years include
1990, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2001, 2004, 2011, and 2018.
The negative WPI years are 1988, 1996, 1998, 2007,
2008, and 2010.

When the WPI is in its positive phase, the ITCZ
intensifies, which is characterized by stronger con-
vection in the WPI region (supplementary figures
2(a) and (d)) with its boundaries shifting poleward
accompanied by strong descending warm and dry
vertical flow in the midlatitudes (figures 3(a), 4(a)
and (c)). Such relationship is corroborated by the sig-
nificant correlation of the WPI with the following

meridional circulation indices: WNP Subtropical
High index (r=−0.70, p= 0.000), Hadley Cell index
(r = 0.69, p = 0.000), Ferrel Cell index (r = −0.64,
p = 0.000), and East Asian Subtropical Jetstream
index (r = 0.60, p = 0.000) (table 1). A positive
(negative) Hadley (Ferrel) Cell index indicates wider
and stronger meridional circulation (figures 4(a) and
(b)), poleward and stronger East subtropical jet-
stream (figures 4(d) and (e)), and northward-shifted
WNP subtropical high (figure 5(d)). Meanwhile, the
stronger convection and anomalous cyclonic vorticity
in the WPI region provides favorable conditions for
storm genesis and heavy precipitation in most parts
of the tropics (figures 5(b), (h), (j)) (Evans 1993).

The SST in the central Pacific becomes warmer in
a positive WPI phase (around 160 ◦E) (figure 5(f)),
which is corroborated by the significant correlation of
WPIwithNiño 4 index (r= 0.53, p= 0.001) (table 1).
Because the SST variability in the central Pacific is
closely related with the IndianOcean SST through the
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Figure 4. Vertical cross-section of the mean boreal summer meridional circulation averaged over 100 ◦E–160 ◦E. The
cross-section of mean vertical pressure velocity in a positive (a) and negative (b) phase of WPI, and its regressed coefficient
against WPI (c), respectively. In (d)–(f), same with (a)–(c) but for zonal wind. In (a)–(c), the thick black arrows represent the
general direction of vertical flow. In (c) a wider and stronger upward (downward) motion in the WPI (midlatitudes) is illustrated.
In (d) and (e), the subtropical jet stream near 45 ◦N intensifies (weakens) and shifts poleward (equatorward) in a positive
(negative) WPI phase. In (f) stronger low-level westerlies dominate the tropics and a stronger subtropical jetstream is prominent
in the midlatitudes. The black dots indicate significant difference at p < 0.05 level, two-tailed distribution.

atmospheric bridge effect of the Pacific Walker Cir-
culation, the partial correlation of the IOBWwith the
WPI while controlling for the Pacific Walker Circula-
tion index becomes significant (r=−0.38, p= 0.024)
(supplementary table S3). It is reported that the cool
IOBW anomalies in JJA prompts anomalous low-
level westerlies to flow towards the convective heat
source to the east of the Philippines associated with
the warm Niño 4 region (TCC 2020b, Basconcillo
et al 2021). The convergence of the anomalous low-
level westerlies with the easterlies in the extended
monsoon trough (figure 5(f)) provides background
cyclonic vorticity (figure 5(h)), stronger convection
(figure 5(b)), and stronger upper-level divergence
(figure 5(j)) leading to increasedWNP TC genesis. In
a negative WPI phase, the opposite effects are illus-
trated (figures 3(b), 4(b), (e) and 5(b), (d), (f), (h),
supplementary figures 2(b) and (e)).

3.2. Possible influence of theWPI on compound
climate extremes
The influence of the WPI on compound climate
extremes is demonstrated by the significant cor-
relation of WPI with the PRCPTOT, TX90P, and
CDD (figures 6(a)–(c)), and TC frequency (r = 0.60,
p = 0.000) (figure 2(a)). The PRCPTOT has signi-
ficant correlation with WPI in the areas identified in
figure 1 such as Vietnam, Myanmar, India, Greece,
and Philippines (figure 6(a)). In a positiveWPI phase,
the said areas experience heavy precipitation events.

For example, the northern parts of Greece were
affected by heavy precipitation, Kerala, India exper-
ienced the worst flood in the recent history (figure 1,
supplementary table S1), and the highest TC fre-
quency were recorded in JJA 2018 (Basconcillo et al
2021).

Meanwhile, theTX90P andCDD(figures 6(b)–(c))
are also significantly correlated in the areas with
extreme warm and dry events in figure 1, partic-
ularly in East Asia, Northern Europe, and Eastern
United States. The city of Seoul in South Korea set its
warmest August in recent history, while several wild-
fires were recorded in Alaska and Canada in JJA 2018
(figure 1, supplementary table S1), which support
that the WPI, as another form of tropical convec-
tion index, can possibly influence the occurrence of
compound climate extremes.

We emphasize that the negative WPI phase
could also result in compound climate extremes. For
example, the massive floodings in East Asia, such as
the 1998 Yangtze River Flood, which is considered
to be among the worst records in China (Ye and
Glantz 1998), is captured by a negative WPI phase
(figure 6(a)). An example of an extreme temperature
event and prolonged dry conditions is shown near the
Moscow region, as exemplified by the 2010 Russian
heatwave (Francis and Vavrus 2012, Coumou et al
2018) (figures 6(b) and (c)). These examples of com-
pound climate extremes imply that both WPI phases
can sufficiently detect their occurrence.
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Table 1. Correlation of the WPI, WNPMI, and TC frequency with indicated climate index, and the partial correlation of WPI with
indicated climate index when controlled for WNPMI.

WPI (p-value)
WPI control for
WNPMI (p-value)

WNPMI
(p-value)

TC frequency
(p-value)

Meridional circulation system
indices (1984–2018)
East Asian jetstream index 0.60 (0.000) 0.24 (0.182) 0.58 (0.000) 0.53 (0.001)
WNP subtropical high index
(WNPSH)

−0.70 (0.000) 0.34 (0.050) −0.91 (0.000) −0.50 (0.003)

Hadley Cell index −0.69 (0.000) −0.43 (0.012) −0.59 (0.001) −0.41 (0.013)
Ferrel Cell index −0.64 (0.000) −0.38 (0.029) −0.56 (0.001) −0.35 (0.039)
Pacific and Indian Ocean climate
indices (1984–2018)
Niño 4 (N4) 0.53 (0.001) 0.46 (0.006) 0.36 (0.034) 0.30 (0.079)
Indian Ocean basin wide SST
(IOBW)

−0.21 (0.218) 0.29 (0.096) −0.41 (0.015) −0.49 (0.003)

Tropical convection and
teleconnection indices (1984–2018)
TC frequency 0. 60 (0.000) 0.21 (0.225) 0.60 (0.000)
Pacific Walker circulation index −0.40 (0.017) −0.18 (0.302) −0.37 (0.031) −0.14 (0.367)
Circumglobal teleconnection
index (CGTI)

0.00 (0.996) 0.00 (0.994) 0.00 (0.999) 0.16 (0.367)

Silk Road pattern (SRP) index −0.01 (0.953) −0.11 (0.535) 0.05 (0.759) 0.12 (0.477)
WNP monsoon index (WNPMI) 0.86 (0.000) 0.60 (0.000)
East Asian summer monsoon
index (EASMI)

−0.82 (0.000) 0.37 (0.029) −0.99 (0.000) −0.61 (0.000)

PJ pattern index (PJ) 0.41 (0.014) −0.12 (0.508) 0.54 (0.001) 0.26 (0.127)
Pacific North American pattern
(PNA)

−0.18 (0.307) 0.12 (0.490) −0.28 (0.106) −0.26 (0.135)

Indian monsoon index 0.10 (0.579) 0.23 (0.196) −0.02 (0.897) 0.42 (0.013)
North Atlantic Ocean climate
indices (1984–2018)
North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) 0.45 (0.007) 0.36 (0.038) 0.32 (0.063) 0.57 (0.000)
Greenland blocking index (GBI) −0.39 (0.020) −0.38 (0.027) −0.24 (0.174) −0.60 (0.000)
Long-term climate indices
(1958–2018)
Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) 0.57 (0.000) 0.57 (0.000) 0.23 (0.093)
Interdecadal Pacific oscillation
(IPO)

0.40 (0.003) 0.50 (0.000) 0.23 (0.094)

Atlantic meridional oscillation
(AMO)

0.38 (0.004) −0.23 (0.100) 0.14 (0.300)

North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) −0.46 (0.000) 0.43 (0.001) 0.19 (0.141)
Greenland blocking index (GBI) 0.48 (0.000) −0.52 (0.000) −0.12 (0.357)

P-values in bold are significant at p⩽ 0.05 confidence level.

3.3. Teleconnection pattern associated withWPI
The WPI is associated with three teleconnection
patterns (figure 7(a)). The first pattern is related
with the Pacific Walker Circulation (r = −0.40,
p = 0.017) (table 1). Such anticorrelation indicates
that the stronger convection center and ascending
vertical motion is found in the western Pacific (near
150 ◦E) and its descent is located in the eastern
Pacific (figure 5(b)). The active convective anomalies
in the WPI region are likely a Rossby wave response
to the central Pacific warm SSTs that increase west-
erly anomalies drawn from the cold Indian Ocean
towards the warm central Pacific (figures 5(f) and
(h)). The cyclonic meridional shear vorticity associ-
ated with the equatorial westerly anomalies induces
the low-level pressure anomalies, eastward extension

of the monsoon trough, and enhanced precipitation.
The westward extension of the low-pressure from the
Philippine Sea to the Bay of Bengal resulting from
the westward dispersion of the Rossby waves further
enhances the precipitation in the WPI region (Xiang
and Wang 2013).

As previously discussed, the WPI is correlated
with the meridional circulation indices in the WNP
(table 1). Therefore, the second pattern related with
the WPI follows a poleward regional meridional cir-
culation that begins with longer waves from the WPI
region to the Okhotsk Sea (figures 7(a) and (b)).
The direction of the longer waves shows a waveguide
pattern in the extratropics splitting and dispersing
along the East Asian subtropical jetstream that fol-
lows a circumglobal teleconnection—this being the
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Figure 5. Influence of the WPI on the mean boreal summer. Left panel, mean climatology maps of precipitation (a), surface air
temperature (c), SST (e), and 850 hPa relative vorticity and streamline (g). Right panel, regression maps of WPI and
corresponding variables. In (a) the black box indicates the location of the WPI region. In (c) and (e) the black line indicates the
climatological position of the WNP subtropical high and monsoon trough, respectively. In (d) the red (green) line represents the
location of the WNP subtropical high during positive (negative) WPI phase. In (f) same with (d) but shown for the location of
the monsoon trough. In (g) the relative vorticity is multiplied with 1000 000 for scaling. The black dots represent significant
regression coefficients (p < 0.05).

third pattern. Following the Rossby wave tracing the-
ory (Hoskins andKaroly 1981), only longer waves can
propagate poleward until they turn at critical latitudes
toward the equator. Generally, along the three tele-
connection patterns are the locations of compound
climate extremes discussed in figures 1 and 6(a)–(c),
which imply that the WPI is associated with three
teleconnection patterns: the Walker Circulation,
the regional meridional circulation in the WNP,
and another mode of circumglobal teleconnection
pattern.

The WPI-associated circumglobal pattern leads
us to a concern on whether the WPI is different

from the previously proposed CGTI (Ding andWang
2005, Ding et al 2011). We note that there are strik-
ing similarities between the reported teleconnection
of CGTI and WPI, which is because both telecon-
nection patterns are embedded in the waveguide of
the subtropical jetstream. However, there is prac-
tically no correlation between CGTI and the WPI
(r = 0.00) (table 1). Additionally, the SRP, which
is another teleconnection pattern in the northern
Eurasian region that corresponds with the wave-
guide of the subtropical jetstream, has no correla-
tion with the WPI (r = −0.01) (Song et al 2013)
(table 1).
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Figure 6. Correlation maps of the WPI with selected climate extreme indices. (a) Amount of total precipitation during wet days
(PRPCTOT). (b) Percentage amount of maximum temperature above 90th percentile (TX90P). (c) Number of CDDs. These
indices were selected to represent extreme precipitation, extreme temperature, and prolonged dry conditions, respectively. In
(a)–(c), the black contour lines represent 95% confidence in the correlation (two-tailed distribution) while the green dots
represent the location of extreme events in figure 1. In (a) the orange squares indicate the tropical cyclone genesis locations in JJA
2018.

The difference in the CGTI and WPI is perhaps
due to the origin of their respective tropical convect-
ive heat sources. The CGTI is proposed to be excited
by the Indian summer monsoon (CGTI vs Indian
monsoon index, r = 0.35, p = 0.040) while the WPI
is a combination of the in-phase intense convective
centers in theWNP and the Bay of Bengal (Wang et al
2001) (figure 5(a)). It is previously emphasized that
the two Asian summer monsoons (e.g. Indian and
WNP summer monsoon) are not necessarily inde-
pendent from each other but they may have combin-
ing relationship in certain years (Wang et al 2001). For
example, the two summermonsoonswere in-phase in

1994, which is regarded as the one of the major flood
years in India since 1988 (IITM 2017). In the same
year, theWPIwas active. Therefore, it stands to reason
that the WPI could also initiate a waveguide pattern
that is different from that of the Indian summermon-
soon. At this point, we underscore that the negative
correlation patterns of the CGTI with 700 hPa geopo-
tential height is significant only in the northwestern
Indian Ocean denoting that two circumglobal tele-
connection patterns (vis-à-vis WPI) have different
convective heat sources (figure 8(e)). This also indic-
ates that the CGTI cannot describe the intense con-
vection center in the WNP, which accounts for the
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Figure 7. Teleconnection patterns associated with the WPI. (a) Schematic of the three teleconnection patterns associated with the
WPI. The moist air converges and rises in the WPI region (i.e. Walker circulation) prompting an anomalous convective activity
that generates a poleward train of pressure anomalies (i.e. meridional circulation). A waveguide pattern in the extratropics along
the waveguide of the subtropical jetstream follows a circumglobal teleconnection—this being the third pattern. The thick (thin)
arrows indicate the direction of the circumglobal pattern (subtropical jetstream). The L (H) denotes a low (high) pressure region.
The blue box represents the WPI region. (b) The composite difference map in 700 hPa mean geopotential height between positive
and negative WPI phases. In a positive WPI phase, the arrows indicate the direction of 700 hPa wave activity flux beginning from
the WPI region.

active TC genesis and heavy precipitation in theWNP.
Therefore, the WPI presents an added value that it is
different from the CGTI-associated patterns.

3.4. Comparison of theWPI with known tropical
convection indices
A number of tropical convection indices such as
the WNPMI (Wang et al 2001) and the PJ pattern
(Wakabayashi and Kawamura 2004) are previously
reported to be associated with a meridional telecon-
nection pattern. The WPI is significantly correlated
with the WNPMI (r = 0.86, p = 0.000), EASMI
(r = −0.82, p = 0.000), and PJ pattern (r = 0.41,
p = 0.014) (table 1), respectively. In general, the
EASMI is the reverse form of theWNPMI (r=−0.99,
p = 0.000). We proceed to use the WNPMI and
PJ in our succeeding analysis because they directly
correlated with the WPI. Meanwhile, the PNA pat-
tern, which is considered to be the downstream
impact of the ENSO in the eastern equatorial Pacific
(Harding and Snyder 2015), has no significant correl-
ationwith theWPI,WNPMI, and TC frequency. Such

insignificant correlation is, perhaps because the PNA
pattern is more pronounced in the eastern equatorial
Pacific during the boreal winter (Harding and Snyder
2015, Oh et al 2018).

It is, therefore, another concern whether the WPI
merits consideration of its potential application that
is different from the WNPMI and PJ. It should be
noted that the WNPMI and PJ pattern were primar-
ily developed to explain manifestation and mechan-
ism of regional climate systems (e.g. monsoon, PJ cli-
mate dynamics). To reiterate, we do not attempt to
discount the merits of the said indices, but rather we
aim to build on their known mechanism in explain-
ing the global teleconnection of compound climate
extremes.

We show that the partial correlation patterns of
WPI against the 700 hPa geopotential height when
the influence of WNPMI and PJ are respectively
controlled remain significant over the Greenland
region, Baffin Bay, some parts of East Asia, Okhotsk
Sea, eastern United States, central Russia, northern
Europe, and the Mediterranean (figures 8(a)–(d)).
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Figure 8. Partial correlation maps of indicated climate index and 700 hPa mean geopotential height from 1984 to 2018. Left panel,
correlation maps between 700 hPa mean geopotential height and indicated climate index. Right panel, partial correlation maps of
the WPI and 700 hPa mean geopotential height when the influence of indicated climate index is controlled. The black dots
represent 95% confidence in the correlation (two-tailed distribution).

Meanwhile, there is no significant correlation found
in the original correlation map of WNPMI and PJ
(and CGTI) against 700 hPa geopotential height in
the said areas—most notably in theGreenland region.
We also confirm that there is no significant correla-
tion betweenWNPMI and PJ, and the North Atlantic
Ocean climate indices, respectively (table 1), which
support that the said tropical convection indices
could not completely capture the waveguide pattern
associated with theWPI. Furthermore, when theWPI
is controlled forWNPMI andPJ (andCGTI), theWPI
remains correlated with the NAO and GBI (table 1,
supplementary table S3).

A positive NAO and a negative GBI is associated
with colder climate near the Greenland region and
in the Mediterranean, but warmer climate in most
parts of northern Europe. A reverse climate pattern
is observed in a negative NAO (Folland et al 2009)
and positive GBI (Hanna et al 2013). Moreover, the
NAO and GBI can explain the undulation of the
North Atlantic subtropical jetstream. With this, we
show that the WPI has significant partial correlation
with the 300 hPa zonal wind in northern Scandinavia
(figures 9(b), (d), (f)), which is not found in the par-
tial correlation of WNPMI, and PJ, respectively. A
positive correlation means stronger subtropical jet-
stream and northward shift in the North Atlantic
subtropical jetstream, which allows warm tropical air
mass to stall in United Kingdom and many parts of
Europe.

At this point, we have demonstrated that the
small differences in the recipes of tropical convec-
tion indices account for the significant differences
in their respective teleconnection patterns. There-
fore, the WPI presents new contribution by describ-
ing teleconnection patterns that may not be necessar-
ily independent, but significantly different from the
previously reported teleconnection patterns of known
tropical convection indices.

The last concern that needs to be addressed
is whether such correlation persists even in longer
period. The significant correlations of WPI with the
NAO (r = 0.46, p = 0.000) and GBI (r = −0.48,
p = 0.00) from 1958 to 2018 (JRA-55 reanalysis
period begins in 1958) remain significant, respect-
ively (table 1). Moreover, the significant partial cor-
relations of WPI with NAO (r = 0.43, p = 0.001)
and GBI (r = −0.52, p = 0.000) when controlled
for the WNPMI also remain significant, respect-
ively (table 1). These findings suggest the persistence
of WPI-associated teleconnection patterns even in
longer period (i.e. 1958–2018), which, warrant WPI
its merits in providing new insights on the telecon-
nection of compound climate extremes.

3.5. Trend and variability of theWPI
There is no trend in WPI from 1984 to 2018 but
there is a significantly increasing trend in WPI val-
ues if the analysis period is extended back to 1958
(supplementary figure S3(a)). Among the long-term
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Figure 9. Partial correlation maps of indicated climate index and 300 hPa mean zonal wind from 1984 to 2018. Left panel,
correlation maps between 300 hPa mean zonal wind speed and indicated climate index. Right panel, partial correlation maps of
the WPI and 300 hPa mean zonal wind speed when the influence of indicated climate index is controlled. The black dots represent
95% confidence in the correlation (two-tailed distribution).

climate indices, the PDO (r = 0.57, p = 0.000)
(table 1) has the highest correlation with the WPI
so we reduced the PDO influence from the WPI by
detrending the WPI timeseries with respect to PDO.
The significant trend persists after such reduction,
which suggests increasing tropical convective activ-
ity in the WPI region. Moreover, we found that the
WNPMI has marginal but increasing trend (supple-
mentary figure S4(a)) while the PJ pattern has signi-
ficant decreasing trend (supplementary figure S4(b)).
The consistent trends of the WPI, WNPMI, and PJ
pattern, respectively, support the increasing signal in
tropical convective activities in the WNP. Meanwhile,
there is no significant trend in CGTI (supplementary
figure S4(c)).

Using the Paul wavelet transform, we show that
the WPI from 1984 to 2018 has high-frequency vari-
ability every 3–4 years and low-frequency variability
every 10–12 years (supplementary figure S3(b)). Such
periodicities have important implications in the pre-
dictability of WPI and compound climate extremes.
For instance, the Yangtze River floodings, which is an
event that is possibly tied to a negative WPI phase,
is reported to occur almost every 10 years in the last
2000 years (Ye and Glantz 1998).

3.6. Possible relationship of TCs to the other
climate extremes
The relationship of TCs with the other climate
extremes beyond the tropics is not well understood.

Our study contributes in filling this knowledge gap
by showing that the TCs in theWNP, as another form
of active tropical convection, can influence the meri-
dional circulation in the WNP during JJA. This is
supported by the significant correlation of TC fre-
quency with the East Asian Subtropical Jetstream
index (r = 0.53, p = 0.001), WNP Subtropical
High index (r = −0.50, p = 0.003), Hadley Cell
index (r = −0.41, p = 0.013), and Ferrel Cell
index (r = −0.35, p = 0.039) (table 1). Further-
more, the TC frequency is also well correlated with
NAO (r = 0.57, p = 0.000) and GBI (r = −0.60,
p = 0.000). Thus, it can be argued that the TCs in
the WNP during JJA can possibly excite the tele-
connection of compound climate extremes, more
particularly in the North Atlantic region, in the
same way as the associated teleconnection patterns of
the WPI.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Here we presented robust observational evidence
on how the interannual variations in the Indo-
Pacific warm pool convection, which we call as the
WPI, could possibly influence three major telecon-
nection patterns in the meridional, zonal, and cir-
cumglobal directions (figure 7(a)). Generally, along
these teleconnection patterns are the regions of com-
pound climate extremes (figures 6(a)–(c)). Although
the magnitude of WPI influence on compound
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climate extremes may vary across positive/negat-
ive WPI years, the large-scale climate anomalies
associated with the WPI are likely to remain con-
sistent, even in longer periods. Note that the cor-
relations of the WPI with NAO and GBI, respect-
ively, remain significant even in longer period (i.e.
1958–2018). Therefore, understanding the variabil-
ity of the WPI, including its predictability, could
pave way for the seasonal prediction of compound
climate extremes, particularly during the boreal
summer.

Although our analysis only covers until 2018, we
note that theWPI was in its negative phase during the
JJA 2020 (WPI = −1.5), which means that the com-
pound climate extremes recorded in the said year are
possibly influenced by theWPI. These extreme events
include the below normal TC frequency in WNP, and
massive floodings in South and East Asia (WorldMet-
eorological Organization (WMO) 2020a), extreme
temperatures in the Canadian Archipelago (World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) 2020b), and
prolonged heat in central Russia (World Met-
eorological Organization (WMO) 2020c), which
are captured by the WPI in its negative phase
(figures 6(a)–(c)).

In addition, the tug-of-war [5] for the subtrop-
ical jetstream that is happening between the Arctic
and tropics is, in fact, a case of caught in the middle,
particularly for the midlatitudes. While it is not yet
fully understood which of these competing forces will
dominate the subtropical jetstream, compound cli-
mate extremes inmany parts of the extratropics could
be exacerbated with global warming.

We fully recognize that our findings in its cur-
rent form are dependent on observational analysis
but we also have presented robust evidence that war-
rant WPI its merits. In this regard, we plan to extend
our future work on the numerical investigation of
the WPI and its sensitivity to the other large-scale
climate systems. We do not explicitly subscribe our
findings with anthropogenic climate change because
of the temporal limitations of our analysis. While we
have shown that the WPI have significantly increased
since 1958, whether such increasing trend is a foot-
print of anthropogenic climate change and/or other
multiyear external climate variability is yet to be
determined. What is more pressing, however, is to
investigate the implication of such trends to com-
pound climate extremes, at least within the histor-
ically recorded realm. Finally, with the simplicity of
our proposed WPI index, we have demonstrated the
potential application of WPI to detect compound cli-
mate extremes and to provide better insights on dis-
aster risk reduction.
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